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Beyond Band of Brothers Simon and Schuster
A fascinating, multicultural exploration of
soul in all its diverse and elusive
aspects--from creation myths to beat poetry,
religion to rock-and-roll. The editor of The
Soul of the World travels across the
centuries to trace the evolving context of
soulfulness in readings from Socrates to
Carl Jung, Herman Melville to Ray Charles.

Divided Soul: The Life Of Marvin Gaye Omnibus Press
David Ritz presents his uniquely candid and and intimate account
of the tumultuous life of the Prince of Soul music, Marvin Gaye.
Author Ritz has assembled years of conversations and interviews
from his life as a close friend and lyricist to the gifted Soul
sensation, and tells the Marvin Gaye story with fly-on-the-wall
accuracy and detail. From his early years as an abused child in the
slums of Washington DC, through his rise to the very peaks of the
Motown phenomenon, his fall from grace and subsequent
comeback, to his untimely death at the hands of his father,
Marvin's story is the stuff of legends. The cast of characters
includes the Jacksons, Smokey Robinson, Diana Ross and
countless other icons of the world of soul music.The definitive
biography of an enormously gifted and sensitive musician.
The Death and Life of Charlie St. Cloud Little, Brown
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Loop me in, odd
one. The words, spoken in the deep of night by a
sleeping child, chill the young man watching over her.
For this was a favorite phrase of Stormy Llewellyn,
his lost love. In the haunted halls of the isolated
monastery where he had sought peace, Odd Thomas
is stalking spirits of an infinitely darker nature. As he
steadfastly journeys toward his mysterious destiny,
Odd Thomas has established himself as one of the
most beloved and unique fictional heroes of our time.
Now, wielding all the power and magic of a master
storyteller at the pinnacle of his craft, Dean Koontz
follows Odd into a singular new world where he hopes
to make a fresh beginning—but where he will meet an
adversary as old and inexorable as time itself.
Brother Ray Farrar, Straus and Giroux
The popular singer traces the story of her life and career from
her Arizona upbringing in a musical family and her rise to
stardom in Southern California to her role in shaping 1970s
sounds and her collaborations with fellow artists.
Temptations Penguin

Winner of the National Book Award From the Pulitzer Prize–winning author
of The Overstory and the Oprah's Book Club selection Bewilderment comes
Richard Powers's The Echo Maker, a powerful novel about family and loss.
“Wise and elegant . . . The mysteries unfold so organically and stealthily that
you are unaware of his machinations until they come to stunning fruition . . .
Powers accomplishes something magnificent.” —Colson Whitehead, The New
York Times Book Review On a winter night on a remote Nebraska road,
twenty-seven-year-old Mark Schluter has a near-fatal car accident. His older
sister, Karin, returns reluctantly to their hometown to nurse Mark back from a
traumatic head injury. But when Mark emerges from a coma, he believes that
this woman—who looks, acts, and sounds just like his sister—is really an
imposter. When Karin contacts the famous cognitive neurologist Gerald
Weber for help, he diagnoses Mark as having Capgras syndrome. The
mysterious nature of the disease, combined with the strange circumstances
surrounding Mark’s accident, threatens to change all of their lives beyond
recognition. In The Echo Maker, Richard Powers proves himself to be one of
our boldest and most entertaining novelists.
The Echo Maker ReadHowYouWant.com
Eighteen science fiction stories deal with love, madness, and death on Mars,
Venus, and in space.
Dizzy, Duke, Brother Ray, and Friends Vintage
The untold story of Willie Nelson and his sister, Bobbie, who, over the
course of their lives together, supported each other through personal
tragedies and triumphs and forged an unbreakable bond through their shared
love of music “Tender and intimate.”—The New Yorker “Poignant, beautiful,
heartfelt.”—New York Journal of Books ONE OF THE BEST MUSIC
BOOKS OF THE YEAR: Rolling Stone, Kirkus Reviews Abandoned by
their parents as toddlers, Willie and Bobbie Nelson found their love of music
almost immediately through their grandparents, who raised them in a small
Texas town. Their close relationship was the longest-lasting bond in both
their lives. In alternating chapters, this heartfelt dual memoir weaves together
both their stories as they experienced them side by side and apart. The
Nelsons share powerful, emotional moments from growing up, playing music
in public for the first time, and facing trials in adulthood, as Willie pursued
songwriting and Bobbie faced a series of challenging relationships and a
musical career that took off only when attitudes about women began to
change in Texas. This is Bobbie’s only memoir, and in it she candidly shares
her life story in full. Her deeply affecting chapters delve into her personal
relationships and life as a mother and as a musician with technical skills that
even Willie admits surpass his own. In his poignant stories, Willie shares the
depth of his bond with his sister, and how that bond carried him through his
most troubled moments. Willie and Bobbie supported each other through
unthinkable personal heartbreak, and they always shared in each other’s
victories. Through dizzying highs and traumatic lows, spanning almost nine
decades of life, Willie and Bobbie always had each other’s back. Their story
is an inspiring, lyrical statement of how family always finds the way.
Journey of a Thousand Miles University of Illinois Press
Beautifully designed and featuring stunning photographs, this moving book
will appeal to Christians of all denominations and colors who seek a deeper
understanding of the meaning and the glories of their faith. This is a tribute
to the people who awakened the author's personal faith.
Brother West Da Capo Press
For the first time, music legend and humanitarian activist Dionne
Warwick reflects on 50 years in showbusiness and the lessons she has
learned from being an artist, a mother and a global icon. From her rise
to superstardom to raising millions of dollars for AIDS research, she
gives readers a glimpse into her dazzling, inspiring life. 'If you think
you can do it, you can do it' was the advice she got from her
grandfather as a young girl - words she has never forgotten. Like her
music and humanitarian work, her story is guaranteed to give hope and
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inspiration to people across the world.
Q Little, Brown
The first biography of the artist who “essentially invented indie
and alternative rock” (Spin) A brilliant and influential songwriter,
vocalist, and guitarist, the charismatic Alex Chilton was more
than a rock star—he was a true cult icon. Awardwinning music
writer Holly George-Warren’s A Man Called Destruction is the
first biography of this enigmatic artist, who died in 2010.
Covering Chilton’s life from his early work with the charttopping
Box Tops and the seminal power-pop band Big Star to his
experiments with punk and roots music and his sprawling solo
career, A Man Called Destruction is the story of a musical icon
and a richly detailed chronicle of pop music’s evolution, from the
mid-1960s through today’s indie rock.
Man of Constant Sorrow Doubleday Books
This is an illustrated biography of African American musician Ray Charles,
following his life from the age of seven, when he lost his sight, to age 40, by
which time he had earned international fame.

The Warmth of Other Suns Penguin
The trade paperback edition of Diane Keaton’s unforgettable
memoir includes a new Afterword about the bonds between
mother and daughter. NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST
BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Janet Maslin, The New York Times
• People • Vogue ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR
—Financial Times • Chicago Sun-Times The Independent •
Bookreporter The Sunday Business Post Mom loved adages,
quotes, slogans. There were always little reminders pasted on the
kitchen wall. For example, the word THINK. I found THINK
thumbtacked on a bulletin board in her darkroom. I saw it Scotch-
taped on a pencil box she’d collaged. I even found a pamphlet
titled THINK on her bedside table. Mom liked to THINK. So
begins Diane Keaton’s unforgettable memoir about her mother
and herself. In it you will meet the woman known to tens of
millions as Annie Hall, but you will also meet, and fall in love
with, her mother, the loving, complicated, always-thinking
Dorothy Hall. To write about herself, Diane realized she had to
write about her mother, too, and how their bond came to define
both their lives. In a remarkable act of creation, Diane not only
reveals herself to us, she also lets us meet in intimate detail her
mother. Over the course of her life, Dorothy kept eighty-five
journals—literally thousands of pages—in which she wrote about
her marriage, her children, and, most probingly, herself. Dorothy
also recorded memorable stories about Diane’s grandparents.
Diane has sorted through these pages to paint an unflinching
portrait of her mother—a woman restless with intellectual and
creative energy, struggling to find an outlet for her talents—as well
as her entire family, recounting a story that spans four generations
and nearly a hundred years. More than the autobiography of a
legendary actress, Then Again is a book about a very American
family with very American dreams. Diane will remind you of
yourself, and her bonds with her family will remind you of your
own relationships with those you love the most. Look for special
features inside. Join the Circle for author chats and more.
My Life, as I See It Harper San Francisco
On the heels of his historic election to the United States Senate,
Raphael G. Warnock shares his remarkable spiritual and personal
journey. “Sparkling… a narrative of an extraordinary life, from
impoverished beginnings in Savannah to his arrival on Capitol
Hill. Along the way, he reflects with considerable candor and
insight on the meaning and importance of faith, truth-telling and
political and social redemption.”—The New York Times Book
Review “A compelling, insightful memoir that details an

extraordinary journey.” —Bryan Stevenson Senator Reverend
Raphael G. Warnock occupies a singular place in American life.
As senior pastor of Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist Church, and now
as a senator from Georgia, he is the rare voice who can call out the
uncomfortable truths that shape contemporary American life and,
at a time of division, summon us all to a higher moral ground.
Senator Warnock grew up in the Kayton Homes housing projects
in Savannah, the eleventh of twelve children. His dad was a World
War II veteran, and as a teenager his mom picked tobacco and
cotton in rural Georgia. Both were Pentecostal preachers. After
graduating from Morehouse College, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s
alma mater, Senator Warnock studied for a decade at Union
Theological Seminary while serving at Harlem’s Abyssinian
Baptist Church. At thirty-five, he became the senior pastor at
Ebenezer, where Dr. King had preached and served. In January
2021, Senator Warnock won a runoff election that flipped control
of the Senate at one of the most pivotal moments in recent
American history. He is the first Black senator from Georgia, only
the eleventh Black senator in American history, and just the
second Black senator from the South since Reconstruction. As he
said in his maiden speech from the well of the senate, Senator
Warnock’s improbable journey reflects the ongoing toggle
between the pain and promise of the American story. A powerful
preacher and a leading voice for voting rights and democracy,
Senator Warnock has a once-in-a-generation gift to inspire and
lead us forward. A Way Out of No Way tells his remarkable story
for the first time.
Ray Charles Cooper Square Press
Perhaps the finest soul singer of the rock era-but equally at home
singing blues and jazz—Etta James is one of the great women of
American music. In Rage to Survive she tells her mesmerizing tale in
her uniquely big, bold, and unrepentant voice. Without a trace of self-
pity she describes her chaotic world of early R&B, depicts legends like
Sam Cooke and Little Richard, details her dependency on drugs and
bad men, and unsparingly recounts the golden age of soul, when her
“Tell Mama” topped the charts. Rage to Survive is a funky, ribald tale
told with unparalleled sass.
Faith In Time Da Capo Press
The definitive biography of the Queen of Soul from acclaimed music writer
David Ritz, hailed by Rolling Stone as "a remarkably complex portrait of
Aretha Franklin's music and her tumultuous life." Aretha Franklin began life
as the golden daughter of a progressive and promiscuous Baptist preacher.
Raised without her mother, she was a gospel prodigy who gave birth to two
sons in her teens and left them and her native Detroit for New York, where
she struggled to find her true voice. It was not until 1967, when a white
Jewish producer insisted she return to her gospel-soul roots, that fame and
fortune finally came via "Respect" and a rapidfire string of hits. She has
evolved ever since, amidst personal tragedy, surprise Grammy performances,
and career reinventions. Again and again, Aretha stubbornly finds a way to
triumph over troubles, even as they continue to build. Her hold on the crown
is tenacious, and in Respect, David Ritz gives us the definitive life of one of
the greatest talents in all American culture. "Comprehensive and
illuminating." --USA Today
Brother Ray Random House Trade Paperbacks
By the bestselling author of Sam Phillips: The Man Who Invented Rock ‘n’
Roll and Last Train the Memphis: The Rise of Elvis Presley, this dazzling
new book of profiles is a culmination of Peter Guralnick’s remarkable work,
which from the start has encompassed the full sweep of blues, gospel,
country, and rock 'n' roll. It covers old ground from new perspectives,
offering deeply felt, masterful, and strikingly personal portraits of creative
artists, both musicians and writers, at the height of their powers. “You put
the book down feeling that its sweep is vast, that you have read of giants who
walked among us,” rock critic Lester Bangs wrote of Guralnick’s earlier
work in words that could just as easily be applied to this new one. And yet,
for all of the encomiums that Guralnick’s books have earned for their
remarkable insights and depth of feeling, Looking to Get Lost is his most
personal book yet. For readers who have grown up on Guralnick’s unique
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vision of the vast sweep of the American musical landscape, who have
imbibed his loving and lively portraits and biographies of such titanic figures
as Elvis Presley, Sam Cooke, and Sam Phillips, there are multiple surprises
and delights here, carrying on and extending all the themes, fascinations, and
passions of his groundbreaking earlier work. One of NPR’s Best Books of
2020 One of Kirkus Review/Rolling Stone’s Top Music Books of 2020 One
of No Depression’s Best Books of 2020
One Way Out Simon and Schuster
New York Times best-selling author Cornel West is one of America's
most provocative and admired public intellectuals. Whether in the
classroom, the streets, the prisons, or the church, Dr. West's penetrating
brilliance has been a bright beacon shining through the darkness for
decades. Yet, as he points out in this new memoir, I've never taken ...
Respect Simon and Schuster
Lilian Terry has lived music. As a performer, she has shared the stage with
Ella Fitzgerald and Nina Simone. She cofounded the European Jazz
Federation and pioneered jazz education in Italy. Her work as a director-
producer of radio and television programs have spread the music by
introducing countless people to its legendary performers. Drawing on Terry's
long friendships and professional associations, Dizzy, Duke, Brother Ray,
and Friends offers readers a rare opportunity to hear intimate conversations
with some of the world's greatest musical figures. Dizzy Gillespie offers his
thoughts on playing with œsanctified rhythm and the all-important personal
touch in performance. Duke Ellington discourses on jazz history and
concludes an interview to sing a self-written ditty in Italian. Ray Charles
gives candid thoughts on race and politics while taking charge of Terry's tape
recorder. Abbey Lincoln, Max Roach, Horace Silver, Bill Evans ”all provide
Terry and her readers with unforgettable encounters. The result is a
collection of profiles, some stretching over a decade or more, that reveal
these performers in ways that illuminates their humanity and expands our
appreciation of their art.
Brother Robert Penguin
Bobby Womack is a legend—a phenomenally gifted singer, songwriter,
and guitarist with 40 albums and 30 million record sales to his name. A
protégé of Sam Cooke, Womack wrote classics that include "Lookin'
for a Love" and "It's All Over Now" (a smash-hit for the Rolling
Stones). Their success helped make him a star, but ongoing battles with
drugs and the record industry nearly destroyed him. Behind his music
lies a life scorched by tragedy, beginning with his impoverished
childhood in Cleveland, to his years touring and recording with the
greats—including James Brown, Jimi Hendrix, Sam Cooke, Aretha
Franklin, Wilson Pickett, Eric Clapton, and Elvis Presley—and through
the years of drugs, partying, and riotous abuse, this is the authentic
voice of a major soul artist.
Looking to Get Lost Da Capo Press
“Tells the tales left untold by Stephen Ambrose, whose Band of
Brothers was the inspiration for the HBO miniseries...laced with
Winters’s soldierly exaltations of pride in his comrades’
bravery.”—Publishers Weekly They were called Easy Company—but
their mission was never easy. Immortalized as the Band of Brothers,
they suffered 150% casualties while liberating Europe—an unparalleled
record of bravery under fire. Winner of the Distinguished Service
Cross, Dick Winters was their legendary commander. This is his
story—told in his own words for the first time. On D-Day, Winters
assumed leadership of the Band of Brothers when its commander was
killed and led them through the Battle of the Bulge and into
Germany—by which time each member had been wounded. Based on
Winters’s wartime diary, Beyond Band of Brothers also includes his
comrades’ untold stories. Virtually none of this material appeared in
Stephen Ambrose’s Band of Brothers. Neither a protest against nor a
glamorization of war, this is a moving memoir by the man who earned
the love and respect of the men of Easy Company—and who is a hero to
new generations worldwide. Includes photos
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